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The field of EHL (elastohydrodynamic lubrication) may be the only one in science
in which a model for shear-dependent viscosity would be evaluated by means other than
viscometer measurements. The subject article [1] begins with “The accurate prediction
of friction in highly loaded concentrated contacts is one of the most challenging aspects
of thermal elastohydrodynamic (TEHD) simulation”. The prediction of friction should
not require a measurement of friction. That is a curve-fitting exercise which provides
no insight concerning the rheology. The prediction of friction in a liquid film should be
made from the properties of the liquid which may be measured outside of the contact. For
nearly a century, viscometer measurements at EHL pressures [2] have indicated that the
pressure response, which is slower than exponential, is restricted to the lowest pressures
and becomes faster than exponential or at least exponential above an inflection pressure.
This universal inflection is observed in squalane at about 700 MPa and 40 ◦C in Ref. [8] of
the subject article and in Figure 1 below. The complete data set is shown, including some
from Ref. [43] of the subject paper. That reference included experimental glass pressures
and a piezoviscous function that is useful for extrapolation to very high pressures, shown
as a Hybrid model [3] in Figure 1. The formulations based on the free-volume theory, such
as Doolittle, which was used by the authors for one of the four shear-thinning models
investigated, naturally display the inflection; however, they do not extrapolate as well as
the Hybrid model.

One of the oils used by Johnson and Tevaarwerk [4] to generate traction curves was
Shell Turbo 33, a mineral oil with a low inflection pressure at the experimental tempera-
tures, so that the slower-than-exponential piezoviscous response did not appear [5]. In
an influential paper, Houpert [6] proposed that if traction calculations were to reasonably
reproduce experiments using the Eyring [7] assumption, then an extrapolation using the
Roelands [8] equation should be used to understate the viscosity at high pressure instead of
the real viscosity, which was known [5] at the time for Turbo 33. The authors of the subject
article have adopted this procedure except that a different, but similar to Roelands, model
is used, one that also cannot describe the high-pressure response. This is the Rodermund
model [1] that is shown in Figure 1, where the viscosity is understated by more than a
factor of three at the highest pressure. Using the Hybrid model for extrapolation, the error
is an order of magnitude at 1500 MPa. A major difference from Houpert is that Houpert
did not justify the use of an inaccurate correlation by claiming, as the authors have, that
“On the basis of the available measurement values, an interpolation fitting was carried out
so that all data are matched as well as possible”. It is clear from Figure 1 that the data and
the correlation do not match.
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Figure 1. The viscosity of squalane measured at 40 ◦C compared with a model useful for extrapolation
and the presentation in the subject article.

Reference liquids such as squalane are useful in EHL research because many of
their high-pressure properties are known, but only if use is made of these properties.
Experimental measurements of the thermal properties of squalane were made at Umeå
University and reported in Ref. [43] of the subject article. From these data, the glass
transition temperatures were clearly identified and fitted to the Oles and Rehage model to
correlate the glass pressure with temperature. For example, the glass pressure at 20 ◦C is
1.25 GPa and at 40 ◦C, 1.54 GPa, according to Prentice et al. [9].

Using these published results, the only friction data in the subject article to have
been entirely within the liquid state are those from the EHL2 tribometer. For the other
tribometers, most friction measurements were obtained for the glassy, solid squalane.
It is no surprise that the glass transition is not apparent in the traction curve. There
can sometimes be little difference between traction curves with lubricant and without
lubricant [10]. The subject article ignores what is known of the glass transition in squalane
and makes the claim “Another possibility to determine the flow behaviour of lubricants
under real conditions is to carry out traction measurements on model tribometers with very
precise friction measurement”. This cannot be true. It should not be possible to generate
shear-thinning data on a solid.

The authors ignored the pressure dependence of viscosity at 21.5 ◦C in authors’ Ref. [43],
which would have shown that the viscosity was approaching the glass transition viscosity at
1.3 GPa [9], as shown in Figure 2.

The shear thinning observed in viscometers, which has been so successful in establish-
ing the effects of shear-dependent viscosity on film thickness, should be used for evaluation
of shear-thinning models because we have confidence in their accuracy. See Ref. [47] of
the subject article for an example of a successful calculation of film thickness that could
not have been done without such viscometer data. The Eyring model will not correctly
reproduce the effect of shear-dependent viscosity on film thickness. See [11] and Ref. [13]
of the subject article, among many others. The viscosity data in Figure 3 were generated
with the viscometer that provided the correct film thickness calculations in [11]. For the
conditions of the figure, the subject article specifies that the Eyring stress is 5.72 MPa and
the low shear viscosity is 3.06 × 104 Pa·s using the Rodermund correlation.
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Figure 3. The viscosity of squalane measured in a pressurized thin-film Couette viscometer. The
Eyring stress given in the subject article is 5.72 MPa.

Figure 3 shows what Henry Eyring understood by 1958 [7], that the sinh law is not
accurate over a wide range of shear stress. This viscometer can produce a flow curve that
fits the Eyring equation by choosing conditions for which the Eyring stress is attained
when the Nahme–Griffith number is 0.3. This is because the Eyring sinh law is a relation
for the thermally softened viscosity arising from viscous dissipation [12]. The Eyring
curve in Figure 3 should be recognizable as a thermal artifact to those familiar with such
measurements. A viscometer, operated correctly, provides the evaluation of shear-thinning
models that obviates any need for the subject article.

The correlation used by the authors of the subject article understates the viscosity at
high pressure in a way that favors a particular interpretation of the traction data. They state,
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“While the measurement in rheometers indicates solidification for very high pressures,
our investigations show that the assumption of a further degressive curve, in connection
with the available shear-thinning models, leads to better agreements with the traction
measurements than a progressive approach”. However, no organic liquid possesses the
previtreous, piezoviscous response employed in this work, the degressive curve. The
faster-than-exponential pressure response of the progressive curve, which was omitted, is
the universal previtreous response of all supercooled liquids [13,14] and does not invoke
solidification but is necessary for the prediction of minimum film thickness. The one
conclusion to be drawn from the subject article is that the Eyring sinh law cannot accurately
predict traction without altering the piezoviscous response in an arbitrary way.
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